MYTHS AND LEGENDS
SOUTH WEST W.A.

1. Jutitch and Ngulak c.f. C.A. Legend - Giniga, Jamma and Kalina
2. The Moon and the Eaglehawk
3. The Moon and the Wild Cat
   The Moon and the Frog and the Worm
4. Meeka and Yonggar
5. The Moon and the Sun
   Moolard and the Sun's Daughter
6. The Moon and the Sun
   Wajar
7. The Kulgargattuk and the Sun's Daughter
8. How Death came to the Murray River Yungar
9. Norn, Yaggain and went
10. How the Sea Came
11. How the Water came to Nyeerrggo (2 versions)
12. The Two Brothers and the Spirit Woman
13. Woggal, the Serpent Healer
14. The Men and the Wicked Spirit
15. The Two Brothers and the Janga
16. The Kaanya of Birungan
17. How the Sparrowhawk and Pigeon got the Fire (4 versions)
18. How Fire Came to the Bibbulman
19. The Woggal and the Mischievous Boys
20. Vega, Altair and Delphinus (Stellar myth) (2)
21. How the Emu and Brush Kangaroo changed skins
22. Wagtail and Robin and the Big Dwerda
23. Eaglehawk and Crow (3 versions)
24. Eaglehawk and White Cockatoo
25. Sergeant Ant and Little Black Lizard (2 versions)
26. Waddarnur and Minnigit
27. The Story of the Two Sorcerers
28. The Ngararra and the Norna
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27 The Bojjerding woggal (magic snake).
28 The Karbomunup woggal.
29 Where the dead Bibbulmun go.
30 Warringan’s revenge.
31 The story of Banjil.
32 The janga and the yungar (spirits of returned dead and man).
33 Wyall koolongur (Children’s rock), The janga and the yungar.
34 The kerrgainbi janga.
35 How a yungar became bulyanguttuk.
36 Bibbulmun spirits.
37 The story of Boonderung.
38 The dolya (fog) & boordinya (a Jenga bushman) — Vasse district.
39 The two dolya and the boordinya (The spirits of the fog and the spirit being).
40 The dolya and the boordinya — Vasse version.
41 The dolya and the boordinya — Bunbury District.
42 Magic. 6p.
43 Poison bones. 2p.
44 Bone pointing magic. 7p.
45 Where babies come from.
46 Winnaitch (Forbidden).
47 Mythical woggal (carpet snake). Ghosts, etc.
48 Miscellaneous beliefs. 6p. (incl. Weld Range ochre mine).
49 The Winnaitch hill at Claremont (W.A.).
50 The janga and the yungar.
51 Wilgee Mine.
52 Jocarree or doocarree — Wilgee — Rottnest.

"The legends of the southern districts..." (short introduction).

53 A Bibbulmun marathon: the rise of a totem. (see also published newspaper articles)
55 The crow and the eaglehawk — Guildford version.
56 The Wej (emu) Goomal and Jootetch (native cat).
57 The Sergeant Ant and the lizard.
58 The ant and the lizard — Swan district.
59 The magpie and the long iguana.
60 The bugle crane; the two dolya and the boordinya.
61 The ngoonda-noorda (brothers) — Bunbury.
62 Wording, walja and kewenda — Murray district.
63 How the mungar (native) got fire.
64 Wommulyu, Irdablyyi and Harder.
65 Jitti jitti and Wej (wagtail and emu) * 8p. of various beliefs.

Myths told by Yaburgurt — see also Section VII: 1b.